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REPRESENTATIONS OF COMPACT GROUPS

AND SPHERICAL HARMONICS

by R. R. Coifman and Guido Weiss x)

To the memory of Jean Karamata 2)

§ 1. Introductory Remarks

Special functions (in particular, spherical functions) associated with

compact groups have been introduced by many authors. See, for example,
E. Cartan [4], Dieudonné [5], Godement [6], Vilenkin [11], Weyl [12].

The principal motivation of these authors has been to extend classical

results. Our purpose, on the other hand, is to show how these classical

results can be obtained in simple and elegant ways by making use of the

basic tools of the theory of representations of compact groups. In the

usual treatments of the properties of special functions that we derive

(see, for example, Bateman et al. [1]) much use is made of the theory of
functions and other analytical tools. We do not use the theory of functions
at all. For that matter, very little else in analysis is used, and, given the
few basic facts of the theory of representations of compact groups listed
below, our development is of an elementary algebraic nature. We refer
the reader to the fourth chapter of Stein and Weiss [10] for a development
of some of these classical results that exploits, in a somewhat different way,
the action of the rotation group SO Çn) on «-dimensional Euclidean

space R".

This article is of an expository nature. Probably, few of the results
obtained are new. Moreover, some of the methods that we use are known.
On the other hand, this treatment of spherical harmonics is not readily
available. Yet, it is not solely because of this last mentioned fact that
we feel this article should be published; three other reasons motivated our
efforts. First, the theory developed is especially elegant. Secondly, many
seemingly unrelated topics are brought together. For example, two

1) This work was supported by U. S. Army Contract DA-31-124-ARO(D)-58.
2) Le volume 15 (1969) sera entièrement dédié à la mémoire du Professeur J. Karamata.
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different inner products that are often used in the space of spherical
harmonics of degree k (to be defined later) are shown to be constant multiples
of each other (this is relation (3.17) of §3). Perhaps, in this sense, we
introduce new material. Thirdly, this development can be of use as a

guide to those who want to study more abstract problems in the theory of
compact groups.

We would like to take this opportunity to thank Mrs. Mei Chen and

Mr. Edward Wilson who have read the manuscript and made several useful

suggestions.
Aside from the standard theorems in measure theory, we shall assume

that the reader is familiar with those Tacts that are usually associated with
the Peter-Weyl theorem. More precisely, we shall state without proof
theorems (1.1) and (1.3) below. We refer the reader to Pontriagin [7] or
Pukanszky [8] for these proofs.

Suppose G is a compact group. A representation of G is a continous

map, u -> T (u), of G into the class of unitary or orthogonal *) operators
(depending on whether we are dealing with the complex or real case) on
a Hilbert space H that satisfies the relation T (uv) T(u)T (v) for all u
and v in G. We shall sometimes write Tu instead of T (u).

L2 (G) denotes the space of all complex valued functionsfon G satisfying

Ig I /(") I2 du<oowhere du is the element of Haar measure on G, which we assume to be

so normalized that jG du 1. We adopt the usual convention of also

letting the symbol L2 (G) denote the Hilbert space of all equivalence classes

of square integrable function on G, where two such functions are said to
be equivalent provided they are equal almost everywhere. When H L2 (G)
the mapping u -> Ru, where [Ruf] (v) fiu~x v) is easily seen to be a

representation of G; it is called thé (left) regular representation of G.

The function/, whose value at v is/(w_1 v) is called the (left) translate of

f by u. Thus, Ruf fu for feL2 (G) and u in G.

If the representation T acts on the Hilbert space H, a subspace M a H
is said to be invariant under the action of T if Tus e M for all ue G

whenever s belongs to M. It follows immediately from the facts that Tu is

unitary and that the adjoint, 7**, of Tu is Tu-U that M1, the orthogonal

1) In the usual definition of the notion of a representation the operators are merely assumed to be
bounded and invertible. We have defined what is called a unitary orthogonal representation of G. Since
we shall consider only such representations, our definition avoids the continuous repetition of the words
" unitary " and " orthogonal ".
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complement of M, is invariant whenever M is invariant. If { 0 } and H
are the only invariant subspaces, then the representation T is said to be

irreducible. A basic result in the theory of representations of compact

groups is

Theorem (1.1). If the representation T, acting on the Hilbert space H,
is irreducible then H is finite dimensional.

Suppose { eu e2, ed} is an ortho-normal basis of the Hilbert space H
of dimension d and L a linear transformation of H into itself. The matrix
A (<atj) of L with respect to this basis is defined by the equations

d

L@i ^ &ji &j 1
I 1 2, d

-1

thus, the ith column of A consists of the coefficients needed to express Let in
terms of the basis { eu e2 ed }. A* denotes the adjoint matrix
(the matrix of the adjoint transformation, L*, defined by the relation
(Ls, t) (,s, L*0 *) for all s, t in H).

Thus, if L is unitary AA* I A*A, where I is the identity matrix.
A! (aji) denotes the transpose of A {atj) (in the real case A' A*).

d

Finally, tr A is the trace of A; that is, tr A ^ ajj.
j i

If T is an irreducible representation acting on H, we can choose an
orthonormal basis of H, which must be finite by (1.1), and express T as a

unitary matrix (ti3) with respect to this basis. In order to avoid using too
much notation we will let the symbol T represent the matrix (ttj) as well.
The mapping u -> T (u) (ttJ (u)) will then be called a (unitary) matrix
valued representation and the fact that multiplication is preserved under
this mapping can be expressed by the formula

d

(1.2) ttj(u v)y
i=i

for all u,veG. More generally, a matrix valued representation is a
continuous mapping that assigns to each e a unitary x matrix
T(u) tij(u))in such a way that (1.2) is satisfied. If C denotes the
complex number system and Cd denotes the ^/-dimensional complex
Euclidean space { z (z^z2, Zj e C, j 2,..., d) with the usual
inner product z-w z1wl + z2w2 + + zdw~ä, we also consider T (u)

Unless otherwise stated, the symbol 0, t) denotes the inner product of ^ and /.
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as the unitary operator mapping z e Cd into w ~ (wu w2,.., wd), where
d

wj Yj tß zl for j 1, 2, d (that is, if we regard z and w as column
i=i

vectors, w is the matrix product T(u)z). It then follows from (1.2) that
u -» T (u) is a representation of G acting on H Cd (In the real case we
replace C by R, the real number system, and Cd by the real Euclidean

space Rd).

Suppose T is a matrix valued representation and Hj is the (finite dimensional)

subspace of L2 (G) spanned by the entries of the jth column of T.

It is an immediate consequence of (1.2) that Hj is invariant under the
action of the left regular representation of G.

Two representations S and T, acting on the Hilbert spaces H and K,
are said to be equivalent when there exists an invertible linear transformation

L mapping H onto K such that TUL LSU for all u in G (equivalently,
L-1 TUL Su for all u in G). A system { Ta}, a e sé, of irreducible
representations of G is said to be - complete if, given any irreducible
representation T, there exists a unique index a such that T and Ta are equivalent.
Theorem (1.1), together with the following one, constitute a formulation
of the Peter-Weyl theorem:

Theorem (1.3). If { Ta } { (tl)}, aei, is a complete system of
irreducible matrix valued representations of the compact group G, then the

collection of functions da tT is an orthonormal basis of L2 (G), where da is

the dimension of the space Ha on which Ta acts.

If T is a representation of G then the function mapping ue G into
tr { T(u) } 1 (u) is called the character ofT. It is clear that if Tt and T2

are equivalent representations then the characters of T1 and T2 are equal;
that is, the character depends only on the equivalence class determined by
a representation of G. It is also clear from the orthogonality relations
that the character determines the equivalence class of a representation.

Corollary (1.4). Suppose { Ta } {(tjj)}, ae is a complete

system of irreducible matrix valued representations of the compact group G,

f belongs to L2 (G) and X* denotes the character of Ta, then the series

E d* \Gf(v)f(uv~l)duE Jg/(") f{vu~l)du
ass/ ass#

converges to f (v) in the L2 norm x).

1) It follows from elementary Hilbert space theory that only a countable number of the summands
can be non-zero and the order in which they are taken does not affect the L2 convergence of the above series.
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Proof. By theorem (1.3), the functions Jda t'j form an orthonormal

basis of L2 (G). Thus,

(1-5) fI Ê 4 tiJ

where c"j da jGf (u) vt. (u) du and the convergence is in the L2 norm.

If Ca is the matrix (c?-) and [Ta (v)]' is the transpose of Ta (v), then

£ =da\Gf{u)tr{T^)\_T«{v)-\'}du.
UJ= 1

Since Ta (v) is unitary and its inverse is Ta (t> "1) we have |Ta (f)]' Ta (v ~1).

Thus,

da\Gf{u)tr{T^)iT\v)-\'}du 4 ja/(") tr{T*(u)

dxjGf(u)tr{Tx(uv~1)}du

and the corollary is proved.

Theorem (1.6). Suppose T (t/7), 1 ^ i, j g d, is an irreducible matrix
valued representation of G and H j c= L2 (G) is the subspace spanned by the

entries t12j> tdj o/ the }th column of T. 77zen /7zc restriction, R^, of
the left regular representation of G to Hj zs an irreducible representation of G.

Moreover, R(j) a/zJ R(fc) arc equivalent for 1 ^ j, k ^ d and cac/z o/ these

representations is equivalent to the representation T on H whose value at
u s G is Tu T _i.M u 1

Proof We have already observed that (1.2) implied that Hj is invariant
under the action of the left regular representation. To show that RU) is

irreducible we consider the standard orthonormal basis el (1, 0, 0),

e2 (0, 1, 0),..., ed (0, 0, 1) of H Cd and define a linear
transformation, L, on H into H j by putting Let %]dtip 1 g z ^ d. From
the definition we see that T is the matrix valued representation having
coefficients that are complex conjugates of the ones ocurring in T. By (1.2)
we then have

(LTuet)(v) hi(") ßj) (v) y/d Y (30
\i=i I 1=1

d

\ßE hi (u~X) hj (v)\fd ~
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for all w, v g G and i 1, 2, d. Thus, LT= which shows that
each of the representations RU) are equivalent to T. The theorem now
follows immediately.1)

§ 2. The construction of irreducible representations
OF SOME SPECIAL GROUPS

In this section we show how one can obtain irreducible representations
of some of the classical compact groups. In many cases we describe several

representations that are equivalent to each other. We shall see that often

one of the members of this equivalence class of representations has special
features that make the study of certain properties particularly easy.

If we are given two finite dimensional representations of a compact

group G that act on the Hilbert spaces H and K, we can obtain a third
representation of G by constructing the tensor product of H and K. The classical

definition of this concept is the following: We choose orthonormal bases

{ eu e2, em } and {/1?/2, } of H and K, respectively, and we assign

to each of the m • n pairs (eh fj) a " product " et ® /)•, called the tensor

product of the elements et and fj. We then obtain a new Hilbert space by

considering all the linear combinations

mtn

Z aij(ei®fj)>
i,j=1

defining addition and scalar multiplication by letting

m,n m,n m,n

Z aij(ßi®fj)+ Z Z
i,j=l i,J= 1 j— 1

m,n m,n

C z aij(ei®fj) Z
i,j= 1 iyj= 1

and the inner product by letting

/ m,n m,n \ m,n

Z Z bu(«i®//))Z
\i, v'=I i,j= 1 / j~ 1

This space is denoted by H ® K and is called the tensor product ofH K.

It is clear that { et®fj},1 ^ i^ m,1 ^ _/ ^ «, is an orthonormal basis

1) We observe that L is an isometry. We will make use of this fact later in § 3.



of H® K.If a Yj aieieHandb E bjfj e K the tensor product
i= 1 j 1

m,n

of the elements a and b is defined to be the element a®b £ at b j (et ®fj)
i,j= 1

of H ® K.

H ® K can be identified with the linear space if (H, K) of all linear
transformations mapping H into K in the following way: to each element

ei ® fj we assign the transfoimation mapping onto fj9 and ek, for k ^ z,

onto the zero vector of K. We then extend this correspondence linearly
to all of H ® K. If we represent the elements of (H, K) as n X m
matrices with respect to the two bases in question, this correspondence

m,n

assigns the matrix A (aji) to the element £ ajt ® f)). If B — (bji)
i> J — 1

is another such matrix, it is easy to check that the inner product of the
elements of H ® K corresponding to A and B is tr (AB*). We identify
H ® K with ££ (.H, K) ; moreover, we will not use different notation to
distinguish the latter space from the corresponding linear space of m x n
matrices.

If u g if (H, H) and v e if (K, K), we obtain a linear transformation
u oï H ® K into itself by letting

(2.1) (u ®v) t vtu'

for all t e H ® K (we are regarding t as a member of if (H, K) and «' is the
transformation whose matrix with respect to { el9 e2, } is the transpose
of the matrix of u). The transformation u ® v is called the tensor product
of u and v. An equivalent way of defining this tensor product is the
following one: Suppose

m n

Y au ei and vfj E bkjfk then we let
1=1 k l

m,n

(2.1') («®v)(e,®/,) (ue^Wj)Y
l,k= 1

and extend u ®v linearly over all of H®In order to see that (2.1) and (2.1') define the same transformation,
it clearly suffices to show that they agree when applied to the basis vectors
Uj ®frFrom(2.1) we have (u ® v) tu vttJ u. Thus,

m n

l(u®v)tij~]ervttJ Y arkek varifj ari Y bkjfk.
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On the other hand, from (2.1') we have

m,n m

[(u ®v) f,7] er £ au bkjS ari btjfk
I, 1 k 1

Thus, in either case we obtain the same transformation.
We now show that if u and v are unitary so is u ® v. Since u ® v is

a linear transformation on a finite dimensional Hilbert space it suffices to

prove that it is an isometry. But, \ï t e H ® K we have

|| (u®v) 11|2 (fu®v)t, 0u®v)t) tr {vtu' {vtu') *}

tr { vt (u*u)' t* v* } tr { vtt* v* } tr { tt* } (£, t) | U 112

If u is a representation of G acting on H and u - Tu is a
representation of G acting on then

(Sw ® Tuu) t Tuv tSuv Tu Tv tSv Su (Su ® Tu) (£„ ®Tv)t

for all u, v e G and t e H ® K.
We can summarize these results in the following way:

Theorem (2.2). If u - SM tf/zJ u TM /wo representations of G
acting on the Hilbert space H and K respectively, z^e/z the mapping
u -> Su (x) Tm zs ö representation of G acting on the tensor product H (x) K.

If Hu H2, Hk are finite dimensional Hilbert spaces we define their
k

tensor product ® Hj inductively by letting
j i

k /k — 1 \
® Hj® HA <S> Hk

j i \j i /
k

for k > 2. We ahsll often write Hl ® H2 ® ® Hk instead of ® if,-.

By making obvious identifications we may regard this product to be

associative; the same remark applies to the k-fold tensor products

at ® a2 ® ® ak, where aj e Hj for 1 ^ ^ k. We shall be interested

mostly in the case H1 H2 Hk H and we shall denote the

tensor product of k copies of H by ZT*"k) (H) or, if there is no chance of
confusion, simply by £T{k). We shall fix k for the remainder of this
discussion.

If { ex e2,..., en } is an orthonormal basis of H and A is the set of all
^-tuples of integers, m (m1, m2, mk), with 1 ^ mu m2, mk g n,
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then the collection {am }„ e
where em ® ® emk, is an oitho-

normal basis of ST(k). Thus, the general element t of this tensor product

has the representation

I X! 5

meA

where the tm 's are complex numbers.

The tensor product u1 0 u2 0 ••• 0 uk of k linear transformations

u1, u2, uk mapping H into itself can also be defined inductively by

extending (2.T). Its action on the basis elements em is given by

(u1®u2®...®uk)em (u1emi) 0 (u2 em2) 0 ®(ukem]).

When ul u2 uk u we denote this tensor product by Tu. If

(Ull

U12 Uln\
U2l U22 ••• U2n I

^nl ^«2 ••• Unn/

is the matrix of u with respect to the basis { eu e2, en } we then have

(2.3) Tusm
jeA

where

~ Uj\mi Uj2m • ' • Ujkk

for j (juj2, —,jk) and m (m1? m2, mk) in A. It follows from
theorem (2.2) that the mapping u -» Tu is a representation of the unitary
group of transformations on H. This representation acts on y(fc). When
k > 1 this is not an irreducible representation. In order to exhibit a proper
invariant subspace of dT{k) we introduce the subspace 6T^k) of symmetric
tensors of degree k: If t is a permutation of { 1, 2, ...,k } and m e A we
let rm { mT(1), mt(2), mx(k) }. Then

SfM {t £ (m £m in «jr») •

m£/l

for all permutations t and m e A }.

Theorem (2.4). The subspace ls invariant under the action of the

representation u - Tu u 0 u 0 0 u of the unitary group of
transformations on H.
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Proof. We first observe that for any permutation x of { 1, 2, k) we

have

(2.5) {Tu)xj,m (Tu)Lt-im.

This equality is an immediate consequence of the definition of the coefficients

(Tu)jtm (see (2.3)) when t is a transposition. The general case is then
obtained by writing x as a product of transpositions.

Consider the set of all n tuples a (al5 a2, a„) of non-negative
integers satisfying || a || a1 + a2 + -.. + ocn ^ k and let Aa be the set

of all the m (m1, m2, mk) in A such that z, 1 ^ ^ n, is one of the

components of m precisely oq times. We then have A U Aa and
\\a\\ k

if me Ax then xm also belongs to Aa. Moreover, it is easy to see that the

collection of all, oa — £ sm, || a || k, is a basis for ^(k). Conse-
m sAa

quently, it suffices to show that Tuaae ^(/c) when || a || k. By (2.3)

we have

Tucra= £ Tuem Z Z *}) Z( Z
mzAa msAa jeA jsA tmAa

If x is any permutation, it follows from (2.5) that

Z Z (Tu)jiZ
msAa meAa meAa

Thus, the coefficient of s j equals that of szj in the above expansion of Tu <ra.

Hence, Tu oa e (k) and the theorem is proved.
We shall show that the restriction of this representation u -> Tu to 6P{k)

is irreducible. This is particularly simple to do if we examine a representation

that is equivalent to it that acts on the vector space k,n)

of homogeneous polynomial functions of degree k of the n complex
variables z — (z1? z2, zn). We use the following notation in our
discussion of this space: If a (al5 a2,an) is an «-tuple of non-
negative integers we put za zji z22 z*n when z (z1? z2, zn) e C",

a ocjl Î a2 a„ Î and, when || a || k, (*) —k / a (note that (£)

is the number of elements in the set Aa we introduced in the last proof).
The polynomials

fk\ k\
*.(*) 7*5**52...#,

\aj ccf. cc2\ ccn!

|| a || k, form a basis of ^k\ We have just observed, however, that
the elements aa ßjn, || a || k, form a basis of the space ^(fc) of
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symmetric tensors of degree k. We can, therefore, extend the map oa -» pa

linearly and obtain a one to one linear transformation n =* n(k) of £f{k)

onto ^(/c). This transformation is an isometry if we introduce an inner

product on ^(/c) by letting (ns, 7it) (s, t) for all symmetric tensors ^ and t
in Obvious consequences of these definitions are: ifp — 'Y capa

|I«|| fc

and q Y 4tPa ^en
IHI=k

(2.6) (p,q) y ca3a(aa,<rtt) X ca3a
ll«ll=t

On the other hand, if p(z)£ za and (z) J] z"' then
IMI=* IMM

a*ba
(2-6') Gh <?) X

.«-* ©
d d 8 \d"i 8*2 d"<>

LetD —D=Kdztdz2dzj
and, for p (z)X aa z*in 0>(k\ put

IHi=*

p(D)X
ll«ll=*

Then, if q(z) X baza we have
ll«ll=*

(2-6") (P.Q)=~ X u\ax
M

If a 11 fc fc!

where

<Z (z) X Z" •

ll«ll=fc

Theorem (2.7). Foreach unitary transformation H /er S„ Z>e the
transformation on that maps a polynomialfunction p into the polynomial
function q (z) p (u' z), where u' isthe transpose of the matrix of u with
respect to the orthonormal basis { el5 e2,..., e„ }. Then S: u -> S„ a
representation of the unitary group of transformations on H that is equivalent
toT: u -> Tu. In fact,

(2-8) n TuSu7i

for all unitary transformations u on H.

(fc)11 Calder6n and in the Previously mentioned Chapter IV of Stein and Weiss [10] the inner product
°n was introduced by formula (2.6"). It appears much more natural in this context when we see its
connection with the inner product of yW.
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Proof. Let L:£s~(k>- £P(k) be the linear transformation that maps

8« emi ® em2 ® 0 emk into

Since Ax has (f) elements it follows that

L<Ta £ Lsmz" Pa 0) Xa
meA(XneAr

That is, 7i is the restriction of L to 5P{k).

In order to show (2.8) it suffices to show that tzTu oa Su naa for all
unitary transformations u on H and II a II k. We have, by (2.3),

where

Thus,

I Tuem £ £ (L„);,m
meAa mEAa jeA

iTu)j,m &j Uj\m\ Uj2ni2 Ujkk Sjl ® ej.

LTuaa X X uj
meAa jl,...Jn=1

n n n

=I Z UJrn Zj)( Zuim2 Zj)-(I Zj) PM z) SuTtOx
meAa j l j 1 i 1

Since era g SP(k) by (2.4), we have LTuoa nTu aa. Hence, nTu aa Sun<ja

for JI a | | k. This shows that (2.8) is true. The fact that SU1UZ SU1SU2

for any two unitary transformations ul and u2 is immediate. In order to
establish the theorem, therefore, we must show that Su is unitary. But,
if p and q belong to SP(k) there exist (unique) symmetric tensors s and t
such that p us and q nt. Then,

(Sup,Suq) (Suns, Sunt) (nTu s,nTut) (Tus,Tut)

(5, t) (715, Tit) (p, q)

which shows that is unitary.

Theorem (2.9). The representation S: u -* SM fs1 irreducible.

Proof. We first observe that it suffices to show that any linear
transformation A on ^(/c) such that ASU Su A for all unitary u must be a

constant times the identity. To see that this is the case, suppose S leaves
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a subspace V c= PP{k) invariant and P is the projection of ^k) onto V.

Since V is also invariant it follows that PSU — SUP for all unitary transformations

u on H. Consequently, P must be a constant times the identity
transformation on ^(/c). But, since P is a projection, this constant must
be either 0 or 1 ; thus, V is either { 0 } or k\ which means that SAs irreducible.

Suppose, then, that the operator A commutes with the representation S

and let u be the unitary operator whose matrix with respect to { el9 e2,en }
is diagonal with Ujj el9i, 1 ^ j g n. Then

(suPa)(z) Pa{u'z) ô(^z1ri(^z2)a2...(^z„)v
If we let 0 (0l5 02, 0„) and 0 a 91 a1 + 02 a2 + + 0„ a„ we
can express the action of Su by the simple formula

SUP„

Suppose A, on the other hand, transforms the basis elements pa in the
following manner

Apa £ aßa
II/»II *

Since ASU Su A we then must have

Z £
11011 * 11011 *

Consequently, aßxei8'paßxeie'afor all «-tuples 9 (9U 02, 03,
Thus, either, a ßor aßa0. It follows that APa ~ ampa for || a || k.

If BA AB, where Bisa linear transformation satisfying

Bp„= I bpxPß for || a || fc,
11011 *

we must have

Z bßx axx pp— BApa ABpx ^ bßaaßßpß.
11011 * 11011 *

Thus, bßa aw. Thus, if we can find such an operator B with
bßa # 0 for some aand all ß(\\ß\\ /c) it would follow that aax aßß
for all a and ß. This would show that is a constant times the identity
operator and the theorem would be proved. In order to obtain such
a B we choose a unitary operator on whose matrix with respect
to {e1,e1,..., e„}has no zero elements in the first column (i.e.
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/ 1, 2, ...,«, is not zero). With a (A:, 0, 0) (that is, pa (z) z\)
we then have by (2.7)

(S„Pa)(z) ^(V z) (z1M11+Z2M21+...+Z„Mnl)ft

S »îî«fî-"nîZP-
|| 0 H k

Clearly,

bßx uiiu2i•••#«"^ 0

for all ß satisfying || ß || k and the theorem is proved.
Since and T are equivalent representations (theorem (2.7)) we have

the following corollary of (2.9):

Corollary (2.10). The representation T: u-»Tu is irreducible.

When the Hilbert space H is «-dimensional Euclidean space C" the

group of all unitary operators on H is called the unitary group on Cn and
is denoted by U («). The same notation will be used for the group of
matrices of the operators in U (n) with respect to the standard basis

ey (1, 0, 0), e2 (0, 1, 0),... en (0, 0, 1). The special unitary
group, SU (;n), is the subgroup of those elements of U («) having
determinant 1. The spaces and ^(fc) are obviously invariant under the
restrictions of the representations T and S to SU (n). It is not hard to
show that these restrictions are irreducible representations. By the
equivalence (2.8) it suffices to show that this is true for the representation S.

But this requires only one simple change in the proof of theorem (2.9):
Instead of the equality aßa eld'a aßa el9'ß holding for all «-tuples
6 (01? 02, 0n) we obtain this same equality for all «-tuples 6 satisfying
01 + $2 + ••• + — 0 (thus, det u 1). This suffices for obtaining the
conclusion that either a ß or aßa 0. For, if aßoL ^ 0 thenel0'a el9'ß

for all such «-tuples 6. Thus, if r is any real number we must have
gird • (a— ß) j whenever 0L + 02 + _ + Qn _ Q. But (o^ - ß ß) +
+ (a2 ~~ ßi) + ••• + (an — ßn) k ~ k 0. This allows us to choose
0 a — ß and we obtain

eir(cc-ß)-(a-ß) __ J

for all real numbers r, which can occur only if a ß. We have shown,

therefore, the following corollary:

Corollary (2.11). The restrictions of S and T to SU (n) are equivalent
irreducible representations of SU (n).
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It is clearly not reasonable to expect that the restriction of an irreducible

representation of U (n) to a subgroup is also an irreducible representation
of the subgroup. If we consider the orthogonal group 0 (n) (i.e. those

operators in U (n) whose matrices with respect to { eu e2, en } have

only real entries) and restrict S, or T, to 0 (n) we do not obtain an irreducible
representation. In studying the problem of how the space k) can be

decomposed into subspaces that are invariant under the action of S
restricted to 0 (n) it is more natrual to consider the elements of to be

polynomial functions of n real variables. Thus, if we denote this restriction
by S° and x (xl5 x2, xn) is a point of /z-dimensional real Euclidean

space R" then (S°up) (x) p (u x) for each u e 0 («) and p e ^k).
We denote the inner product of two points x (x1? x2, xn) and
3; Oi, yn) of R" by x • y x1? yl9 + x± y2 + + yn\

I x I ^jx • x is then the Euclidean norm of x. Since this inner product
is invariant under the action of 0 («) (that is, (wx) • (uy) x • y whenever

we 0 («)) the subspace

I x J2 0>{k-2) | p G : _ I x I2 q (x) with q e 0>(k~2) }

when k > 1, and

I x |2^(*-2) {0} When fc 0,1

is invariant under the action of S°. Consequently, the orthogonal
complement 3/?(„k) of this subspace is also invariant. We let Sk,n denote the
restiiction of S° to {k\ Thus, for each we 0 («), Sk>n =» Sk'n (w) is
the operator mapping a polynomialp eJf{nk) into the polynomial q p
whose value at x is p (u x) p (u~l x).

We recall that the differential operator

a2 d2 d2

dx\
+

dx2
+ +

dx2

is called the Laplacian. If a function / defined in a region of Rrt satisfies

Af=0 then / is called a harmonic function.

Theorem (2.12). The representation S/c'" of 0 (n) is irreducible. The
space je(nk) on which it acts consists of all the harmonic polynomial functions
on R" that are homogeneous of degree k. k) is the orthogonal direct sum
of and the subspaces

M2J J){p eplk).p(x)=[xl2jqq e ^(t-2y)} s l|iSfe/2;
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moreover, the restriction of S° to each of these subspaces is an irreducible

representation of 0 (n).

Proof. By (2.6") and the definition of {nk) we must have, for p e

0 k \ (r, p) r (D) p for all r e | x |2 ^k~2\ k ^ 2 (when k <2
polynomials in ^(/c) are obviously harmonic). In particular, if we choose

r (x) I x |2 q (x) where q Ap we have, since | x |2 q (x) q (x) | x |2,

0 q (D) Ap (Ap, Ap). But this means that Ap 0; thus, p is

harmonic. The converse, that each harmonic polynomial that is homogeneous
of degree k belongs to f\ is evident.

If we show that Sk,n is irreducible the rest of the theorem follows
easily by induction. We shall, in fact, prove the irreducibility of the

restriction of Sk,n to the special orthogonal group SO (n) consisting of those

orthogonal transformations that have determinant 1 (these transformations
are called rotations and SO (n) is also known as the rotation group on R").
The group SO (n— 1) can be identified is a natural way with a subgroup
of SO (n). This can be done by fixing the vector 1 (0, 0, 1) in R"
and considering the subgroup G c SO (n) of all rotations leaving 1 fixed.
Each such rotation effects a change in the first (n— 1) coordinates of a point
of R" and can, therefore, be considered a rotation acting on Rn_l. We
shall write SO (n — 1) G c= SO (n).

The theorem will be established if we show that (i) IfRis the restriction

of the left regular representation of SO (n) to a subspace V of ^k) then there

exists a polynomial qeV that is invariant under the action of SO(n— 1).

That is, q (u~1 x) «t q (x) for all u e SO (n — 1) ; (ii) If W is a subspace ofJ^lk)
consisting of vectors that are invariant under the action of SO (n— 1) then the

dimension of W is 1.

If Sk,n were not irreducible then Z/f(k) would be the direct sum of
(at least) two invariant subspaces. By (i) each of these subspaces must
contain a vector invariant under SO (n— 1); but this would contradict (ii).

To show (i) we choose an orthormal basis { Y) } of V and, for each pair
of points x, y e R", we define

(2.13) Zx(y) £YXÖ Yj(y).
j

Then (p, Zx) £ (p, Yf Yj (x) p (x) for all p e V. This means that
j

Zx is the unique element of V representing the linear functional mapping p
into p (x) and, therefore, Zx is independent of the orthonormal basis we

chose. Since S° is a unitary transformation on V the functions whose
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values at j/eR" are Yj (u 1 y) also form an orthonormal basis of V.

Thus, by (2.13) and the fact that the definition of Z^ (y) is independent of
the basis we chose, Zu_lx (uy) Zx (y) for all u in SO (n). In particular,

Zx must be invariant under the action of any u in SO (n— 1). This

proves (i).
To show (ii) we let p be an invariant polynomial under the action of

SO (n — 1) and we write

k

V (*1, X2, xn) — p 00 — ^ %n
J'

Pj (£) '
J= 0

where pj is homogeneous of degree j in the n — 1 variables £ (xl9 x2, •••,

xn.J, If ueSO{n- l) and iCl x y (yl9 y2, yn) then *B.

Thus, by our identification of SO (n— 1) with a subgroup of SO («),

(yi,yi, •••> Jn-i) n w1 ç and

Z xkn~~JpjiOpW Z x)TJPi(u~l0 Z
j ~ 0 j=0 J 0

for all real numbers Consequently, pj(0 Pj(u~1 £) for all
£ 6R(b"1} and we SO (n — 1). But this clearly means that pj is a radial
function (i.e. it depends only on | ^ | (vi + ...+x^_1)1/2) since, if we are

given any two points £ and with | £ | | i] |, there exists a rotation u
such that rj w-1 On the other hand, pj being homogeneous of
degree j9 this means that we must have pj (£) Cj | £ |J Cj (.x\+...
+x2n_1)j/2, where Cj is the value of pj at any point on the surface of the

unit sphere In-2 { ^eR("_1); | £ | 1 }. Since pj is a polynomial
Cj must be zero when j is odd. Thus, after relabeling, we have shown
that

P(x)Z Ci xn~2J xl_
0^j^k/2

On the other hand, since p is harmonic

0 (Ap) (x) Z {<*ici+ßjCj-t )xkn~+ + xZi)'""1,
1 ^j^k!2

where a j 2j(n + 2j - 3) and ßj (k - 2y+ 1) (k - 2j + 2). Since ^ 0
for 1 S j S k/2 this means that

Cj=i-iyhh^hCo
cc1a2...ccj

L'Enseignement mathém., t. XIV, fasc. 2. 10
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for 1 Sj S k\2. This shows, therefore, that p (x) is c0 times the
polynomial

(2.14) 4+y (~iyßlß2'"ßj4-2J(xi + ...+xi1y
1 ^jSk/2 al a2 ••• aj

and (ii) is proved.

Corollary (2.15). The linear space spanned by the class of all polynomials

in k 0, 1, 2, restricted to the surface Tn_1 { x e R":
I x I 1 } of the unit sphere in R" is uniformly dense in the space C (Tn-1)
of continuous functions on Tn-i.

Proof It follows from the Weierstrass approximation theorem that the
linear space spanned by the class of all polymonials in ^(/c), k 0, 1,

restricted to is uniformly dense in C(In^f). But it follows from
theorem (2.12) that if p (x) is in then

p(x) h(x) + \x\2qx(x) + |x|4<?2(x) + + |x|21 qt(x)

where h e<yrk and qj e^(nk~2j\ 1 j ^ ^ k\2. If x e Tn_1? therefore,

p (x) h (x) + qt (x) + q2 (x) + + qt (x). That is, p is a (finite) sum
of elements of 0 ^ j ^ k. The corollary now follows immediately.

The harmonic homogeneous polynomials of degree k (that is, the

members of {nk)) are called the solid spherical harmonics of degree k.

Their restrictions to the surface of the unit sphere T„_i are called the

spherical harmonics of degree k (or, sometimes, the surface spherical
harmonics). If p (£) is such a restriction, because of the homogeneity, we

obtain the value of the original function at any point x | x | £ in Rn by
multiplying p (£) by | x \k. In view of this close relationship between the

spaces of solid and surface spherical harmonics of degree k we denote both
of them by J^f(nk\ It will be clear from the context which of the two

spaces 34?nk) is under discussion. Furthermore, we will systematically use

the Greek letters £, r\9 to denote points of Tn_1, while x, y, will continue

to denote the general points of R". The spherical harmonic Z5,{el„_l5
defined by (2.13) (which was shown to be independent of the choice of
orthonormal basis of Jf(nk)) is called the zonal harmonic with pole <J. It is

clear from our discussion that c0 Z1 (1) times the expression (2.14)

equals Zx (x).
The following theorem is a basic tool that will be used in the next

section in order to show how the spherical harmonics can be obtained from
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irreducible representations. Before stating it we observe that [| Zx ||

yj(Zl9 Zx) y]z1 (1) ak. This follows immediately from the fact
that Zx represents the linear functional mapping p eYTik) onto p (1); that
is, (p9 Zx) p (1). For, taking p Zl9 we then must have || Zx ||2

(Zl5 Zx) zx (1).

Theorem (2.16). Let { Yx, Y2, Ydk } be an orthonormal basis of jY(nk)

the space of surface spherical harmonics ofdegree k, such that Y1 a/ 1 Zv
Then, if (tfj-(u)), u e SO (n), is the matrix of Sk,n with respect to this basis,

we have

(2.17) Yj(ul) ak tn (u) VZ, (1) tn

forj 1, 2,..., dt.

Proof. If p e is orthogonal to Tx we obtain

0 (p, Yi) aj^1(p,Zj)In particular,

(0 /•(!) 0 /or i 2,3,...,^.
If v e »SO (n) then the matrix (/y (v)) of is given by

dk

(SkS Yj) (0 Yjiv'1Ö E 'y (») S(0> 1 ^ 7 ^ 4.
/ 1

Thus, putting £ 1 and using (i), we obtain

Yj(v~l1) tiy(w) 7, (1) ak (« \^j^dk.
Letting u v~l this equality reduces to relation (2.17) and the theorem
is proved.

It is not hard to evaluate the constant a\ Z, (1). In fact, let

«(*)=*î+ E -1)7' Plß2"-ßJ
(Xf

1 gjgk/2 0C1 a2 CCj

be the polynomial (2.14). We showed that Zt (1) q (x) Z, (x). Thus,

Z> (1) (Zj Z,) (alq,alq) — [Z, (l)]2
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This shows that a\ Zx (1) 1 / (<q, q). On the other hand, the inner
product (q, q) is easily evaluated once we observe, after an easy calculation,
that the polynomials xk~2j (x\ + x\ + + x2n~i)j are mutually orthogonal
and the square of their norm is oc1 a2 ocj / ß1 ß2 ••• ßj> Hence,

(2.18) aï21/Zj (1) 1 + X ßlß2"'ßj
l^j^k/2 <*1 0C2 OCj

where a j 2j (n + 2j — 3) and ßj — (k — 2j + 1) (k — 2j + 2). It can be

shown that the last expression equals

^ (2 j +- 2'

thus, we also have

j — 0 \J + n

k -1 2j + n — 2
(2-19) aï2I] " ' "

j o J + n — 2

In the next section we shall characterize those irreducible representations
of SO (n) that are equivalent to Sk,n. These will be the representations of
class 1 (to be defined in § 3). We shall show that the spaces spanned by
the first column of the matrix of these representations with respect to
certain orthonormal bases are the same whenever two representations are

equivalent. Consequently, we can define Yj9j «=*= 1,2, dk, by
formula (2.17) when {ttj (uj) is such a matrix and obtain the spaces 2tf{k)

directly from the general theory of representations of SO (;n).

§ 3. Representations of Class 1 and Spherical Harmonics

In the course of the proof of theorem (2.12) we showed that there was

precisely a one dimensional subspace of whose points invariant under
the action of Sk,n restricted to SO (n — 1). As we shall see, it is this property

l) When n 4, for example, a2 (7c +1) 2 k. For n 6, =6 (k+2) (A:+ 3) 2 k. The fact that
2

a£ Zj (1) ^ 1 can be shown without any calculation. Equation (2.13) defined a "zonal harmonic"

for any subspace of^k\ If, in this definition, we use the orthonormal basis {^^/(a) **}' H a 'I

we obtain (x • y)^. The value of this function at * 1 y is obviously 1. If, on the other hand,

we use an orthonormal basis that is a continuation of an orthonormal basis of we clearly
have ZX (1) ^ (1 • l)k 1.
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that will enable us to identify those irreducible representations of SO (n)

that are equivalent to Sk,n. In order to do this we shall study, more generally,
those representations T of a compact group G having the property that
there exists a compact subgroup K and a subspace W of the Hilbert space

on which T acts such that T («), for u e K, is the identity transformation
when restricted to W. Before doing this, however, we would like to show
that there is a close connection between SO (n) and Zn_1.

To begin with, it is not hard to show that the space SO (n) / SO (n — 1)

of left cosets [u] {uw: ue SO (n), w e SO (n — 1) } can be identified in a

natural way with the surface of the unit sphere Zn_1. The topology on
this space is the one induced by the projection u -> [u] of SO (n) into
SO (n) I SO (n — 1) (i.e. a set in this last space is open if and only if its
inverse image is open). Given ueSO(n) let xu ul; if v e [u] then
vl ul since u~1ve SO (n — 1) and, thus, vl (uiG^v1 u (u~1v1) ul.
Consequently, the mapping [u] xu ul is well defined. Moreover,
it is clear that $ is continuous, one to one and onto Since
SO (n) I SO (n — 1) is compact it follows that <P is a homeomor-
phism.

Secondly, the Haar measure of SO (n) can be used in order to obtain
the ordinary Lebesgue measure on This follows from the following
result.

Theorem (3.1). Iff is a continuous function on Zn-x and £0 e Zn-ly
then

J /({)« J /(uÉo) du
ln-1 SO(n)

where dä, is the element of normalized Lebesgue measure on Zn_l {that is,
J_ i ^ 1) and du is the element of normalized Haar measure on the
group SO (n).

Proof. The only property of Lebesgue measure on that we need
is that it is invariant under the action of rotations. Thus, first using this
property, then the fact that Haar measure is normalized and Fubini's
theorem we have

J" fiOdÇ J f(uOdÇJ { J f(uÇ)dÇ\du
Zfi—1 Sn-l SO(n) Zn-1

J M f(uQdu}dÇ.
ln-1 SO(n)
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Let u0 be a rotation such that u0 £0 Ç; then, since the compact group
SO (n) must be unimodular, the last integral equals

I {J /(""o £o) ^ J {J f(uÇ0)du}dÇ
£„_! SO(n)

{J /(u£0)d«}{J d£} f f(uz0)du.1)
SO(n) In-l S0(n)

We now turn to the general case described at the beginning of § 3.

That is, we suppose G is a compact group and K a closed subgroup. Suppose

T is a representation of G acting on a Hilbert space H and W a H
the subspace of all those vectors in H that are invariant under the action
of K; that is,

W= {seH; Tus s for ueK}.
For example, as was mentioned briefly at the beginning of this section,
when G SO («), K SO (/? — 1), T Sk,n and H ^(nk) we showed in
the course of the proof of theorem (2.12) that W is the one dimensional
subspace generated by the zonal harmonic Zt.

The restriction of T to K is a representation of this subgroup that acts

on H. If we choose an orthonormal basis of H that is an extension of an
orthonormal basis of W, then the matrix of T (u) with respect to this basis

has the form
Iw 0

,0 f (u)j

for all ueK, where Iw is the matrix of the identity operator on W. The

mapping T: u - T(u) Tu is a (matrix valued) representatoin of K acting
on W1. Let v be the normalized Haar measure of the group K. Then, if
dimension d of His greater than 1 it follows from the orthogonality relations
of theorem (1.3) that

(3.2) T (ü) dv (u)
Iw 0

0 0

or, equivalently, if (ttj (w)) is the matrix of T (u) with respect to the above

mantioned basis,

if ij ^ c dim W

10 otherwise
(3.2') tij(u)dv(u)

i) The reader should observe that this proof obviously extends to the case when SO (n) is replaced by
anyone of its compact subgroups that act transitively on _ i.
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If v e Git follows from (3.2) and the fact that T is a representation

that

(3.3)
/fn (v) ••• 0 ON

T(vu) dv(u)T(v) I T (u)

dv(u)'(v)... 0 0/

Suppose / is a continuous functions on G that is constant on the left
cosets vK; that is,f(vu) f(v) for all u e K. Then,

/(f) jf(v)dv(u)J / (vu) (m)
K K

On the other hand, an application of Minkowski's integral inequality and

(1.5) gives us

f (vu) dv (u)E Z cu
OLtsé i,j= 1 ».

K K

where { Ta} { (tfj) } is a complete system of irreducible matrix valued

representations of G and the convergence is in the norm of L2 (G). Thus,
from (3.3) we have

(3-4) f(v)=I(Z Z </o(f))
azsé i— 1 j 1

where ca is the dimension of Wa { s e Ha: Tau s — s for u g K } and the

convergence is, again, in the norm of L2 (G).
When K G then the spaces Wa must be zero dimensional. On the

other hand, ca da if K consists of only the identity element of G. When
ca 1 the representation Ta is said to be of class 1 with respect to K. The
following theorem shows that, if G SO (n) and K SO (n— 1), then an
irreducible representation of G is either of class 1 with respect to K or there
are no vectors in the space on which the representation acts that are invariant
under the action of K.

Theorem (3.5). Suppose T is an irreducible representation of SO (n),
n ^ 3, acting on the Hilbert space H and W {seH:T„s s for
u 6 SO (n — 1) }. Then the dimension ofW is eigher 0 or 1.

Proof Given v e SO (n) we claim that there exists we SO (n-1) such
that wv 1 =v~1l. If v e SO (n — l) we can take w to be the identity.
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If v $ SO (n— 1) we first observe that vi — v
1 1 is orthogonal to 1 because

Vl ' 1 1 'V* 1 1 v~xl v^l 1.

Since n ^ 3 we can construct a two dimensional subspace V of R" spanned

by vl — v_1 1 and another vector orthogonal to 1. If we rotate this space
about 1 by n radians and leave the orthogonal complement of the span
of 1 and V pointwise fixed, we obtain a transformation w e SO (n— 1) with
the desired property.

If we put ut — vwv and u2 w-1 then uu u2 e SO (n— 1) and

v v~x u2. Thus,

(i) Tv TU1 T_ i TU2

Suppose dim W ^ 2. Then we can find two vectors, e1 and suc^
that (ei9 e3) and Tu ej ej for i,j ==1,2 and u e SO (n— 1). Let

tu (u) be the entries of the matrix of Tu with respect to an orthonormal basis

of H having and e2 as its first and second elements. Then ttj (u) Si j
if either z or j is 1 or 2 and ue SO (n— 1). This fact, together with (1.2)

imply that ttj(vu) tij{v) and ttj{uv) t{j (v) when z, j 1,2,
u e SO (n — 1) v e SO (n). From equality (i), therefore, we have ttj (v)

— tji (v) for z, j =1,2 and all v e SO (;n).

In particular,

(ii) ^2i iv) — hi(v)

and

(iii) tlt(v) t1 (v)

for all v e SO (n).

If Hx is the space generated by tlu t2U tdl it then follows from
theorem (1.6) that the span of the left translates of is again H1 (otherwise
this span would be a proper invariant subspace of H±). Thus, there exist

a finite number of rotations uu u2, um and constant ct c2, cm such

that

m

hi (u) X
i=i

for all ue SO (zz). But, by theorem (1.3)

/ t21(u)t12(u)du J t12(u) t12(u) du 1 /d.
SO(n) SO(n)
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On the other hand, again using the orthogonality relations of theorem (1.3),

I Li i.uj u)ti2(u)du — J tu (Uj u)ti2(u)du
SO(n) SO(n)

SO(n)

E hi(Uj 2=
|«i

E hi(ßj l)
1=1

hi (u) 112 (u) dii 0

SO(n)

Hence,

t2i(u)ti2(u)du Ya cj \ tn(Uj 1u)ti2(u)du 0.

S0(n) S0(n)

We therefore obtain the contradiction 1 / d — 0 and the theorem is proved.

If { Ta}, ae^, is a complete system of irreducible matrix valued

representations of SO («), n ^ 3, some of the Tawill be of class 1 with
respect to SO (n— 1). The rest of the Ta 9s will act on Hilbert spaces

having no non-zero vectors invariant under the action of SO (n— 1). Let
séi c sé be the set of a such that Ta is of class 1 with respect to SO (n— 1).

We fix such a complete system { Ta} of irreducible matrix valued

representations of SO (n). Suppose T is a representation equivalent to Ta

for some a that is, T is of class 1 with respect to 50 (n— 1). If H
is the Hilbert space on which T acts then there exists a 1 dimensional sub-

space that is invariant under the action of SO (n— 1). Let { Yu Y2, Yd }
be an orthonormal basis of H such Y1 spans this 1 dimensional space and

(tij (u)) the matrix of Tu with respect to this basis. Then, by (3.3)

I T(vu) dv (u)

SO(n-l)

'tu (v) 0 0\
h i (v) 0 • •. 0

\tdi (fl) 0 0/

whenever v e SO (n)
In particular, if X is the character of T (see § 1), we have

(3.6) J x(vu)du
S0(n— 1

for all v eSO(n). Since the character 1 is the same for all members of
the class [T] of representations equivalent to T, (3.6) gives us a definition
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of tlx that does not depend on the representative we choose from [J].
The same must therefore be true of the vector space spanned by the left
translates of t11. By theorem (1.6) this vector space must be the linear

span H1 of the elements tlu t21, tdl of the first column of the matrix (ti3)
(for, as was argued in the proof of theorem (3.5), if this were not the case Hx
would have a proper invariant subspace). In the proof of (1.6) we showed,

moreover, that the restriction to H1 of the left regular representation of
SO (;n) is equivalent to the representation T whose matrix with respect to
{ Yu Y2, Yd } is (ßij). In fact, we showed that this restriction R(1)

equals L TL~1, where L is the isometric linear transformation of //onto H1

mapping Yt onto yjdtn, 1 ^ i < d (see footnote at the end of § 1).

We can apply these arguments to the representation Sk,n acting on YT(k)

since it is of class 1 with respect to SO {n— 1); in fact, for Y1 we can choose

ak1 Zj where ak sJz1 (1) V/(Z1? Zx) (see theorem (2.16)). In particular

there exists a ock e séx such that Sk,n is equivalent to Ta. We then
obtain the same function th from (3.6) by taking X X* to be either the
character of Sk,n or of 7Z Thus, Sk,n and Ta are (isometrically) equivalent
to the restriction of the left regular representation of SO (n) to the vector

space generated by the left translates of f11 f. It follows from (2.17)
and (3.6) that

Zl (vl) / Zx (1) f(v)f f (vu) du
SO(n-t)

for all v e SO (ri). In equation (2.13), which was used in order to define Zx,
we could have chosen an orthonormal basis { Yl9 Y2, Ydk } of ^k)
that consists of xeal valued functions (recall that the sum on the right is

independent of the choice of orthonormal basis) ; we see, therefore, that Zx
must be real valued. Consequently, we can omit the bars denoting complex

conjugation in the last equality and we obtain

(3.7) Zt (wl) / Zj (1) f 0v)J / du
SO(n— 1)

for all v e SO (n).

It follows that a function ^ on is a spherical harmonic belonging
to YL{k) if and only if

(3.8) p(ul)=F(u)r
where F is a finite linear combination of left translates of tu.

Suppose p,qe34?ik). In § 2 we defined their inner product (/?, q)
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(see (2.6), (2.6') and (2.6")). Since MAk) <= L2 (I7f, _ x) we can also form the

inner product that L2(Z„-i)induces on MAk):

(3.9) <p,q >f2ft- 1

It is not hard to show that these two inner products differ only by a

multiplicative constant:

(3.10) <p,q > Ak(p,q),

where Ak Zx (1) / dk a2k f dk.

In order to show this we choose the orthonormal basis { Y1, Y2,

of theorem (2.16), let p Y bj Yj and q — Z c j Yj. Then,

dk(p,q)£ bjCj.

But by (2.16), (3.1) and (1.3),

p r dk dk

< p,q > \ p(£,) q (ç)dt; I A £ b, tn (u)) £ (u))du
J J j'-i i-iS0(n)

dka\dpEMy aldkl (p,q)
j l

In the discussion following (2.13) we showed that Zvç (vrj) Z% (rj) for
all v e SO (n) and £, y\ e Zn_1. Thus,

< ZV(, zvi >J I A{ (q)I2 dpI I |

z—l r„_i

j |Z^0?)|2A <Z4,Z4 >
in-i

Consequently,

(3-11) <Z^,Z? > <Z„,Z„ >

for all £, q eUsing the fact that p (q) (p, Z„) for peJf(nk), (3.10),
Schwarz's inequality and (3.11) we obtain

I z4o,)I I (z4,z„) I a;1 i < z4,z, > i g

^ A-1 v7 <Z?,Z4 > <Z„Z, >

A"1 < z4,z4 > A""1 A(z4,z4) (zt,z1) Zj (1).
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We have shown that

(3.12) \Z^n)\ ^Zt(1)

for all Ç,r\ e Zn-i-
It is not hard to show that each representation Ta, a g is equivalent

to one of the representations Sk,n, for some k — 0, 1, We assume that
*11 (v) t<x 0v) is function defined by (3.7); equivalently, we can assume
that {fij (ï;)) is the matrix ol the representation Ta (v) with respect to an
orthonormal basis of Ha whose first element is invariant under SO (n — 1).

We claim that, under these conditions, the system

(3.13) U

is a complete orthonormal system for the class of functions /in L2 (SO(n))
that are constant on the left cosets v SO (n — 1); that is, f (vu) f(v) for
all u g SO (n — 1). This follows from (3.4). In fact we have

(3.14) m x E4(*iW
aej&i i= 1

for all such functions / (the convergence is in L2 and the coefficients can

are those introduced in (1.5)). If we consider those indices a g séx that
correspond to some k — 0, 1, 2, in the manner described above (i.e. Sk>n,

being of class 1, must be equivalent to one of the representations Ta Tak

with a g we obtain a subcollection of the orthonormal system (3.13).
On the other hand, it follows immediately from (2.15) and (3.1) that this
subcollection must consist of the entire complete system (3.13).

We collect these various results in the following theorem :

Theorem (3.15). Suppose { Ta }, otGi, is a complete system of
irreducible representations of SO (n) and sét cz sé is the set of all oce sé such

that Ta is of class 1 with respect to SO (n—1). We can then find a one to

one correspondence k ak between the non-negative integers k 0, 1, 2,

and the members a (=ak) of st 1 such that Sk'n and Ta/e are equivalent. IfXk is

the character of Sk,n (or Ta/c) then the zonal harmonic Zx of [k) is real valued

and satisfies

(3.16) ak2Z1(v 1) J Xk(vu)du t(k) (v)
S0(n— 1

for all v e SO (n). A function p on Sn_1 is a spherical harmonic of degree k
if and only if p (ul) F (u), u g SO (n), where F is a finite linear combina-
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tion of left translates of tw. If(p, q) ithe inner product p and q Aff'
introduced in § 2 and

<P,q>=\ p(Qqtf)dZ
Zn— 1

is the inner product of p and q regarded as members of L2 then

(3.17) < p,q >(p,

where Ak Z1 (1) / dk a2k /dk. IfpeandqeJf(„J) with k # j then

< p, q > =0. Suppose { Y^', } is an orthonormal basis of
Jflk) then

00

U {Yf\7«Y<#}
k 0

is a complete orthonormal system in L2 The zonal harmonic Z*,
Ç e is less than or equal to 7LX (1) in absolute value.

Perhaps the only fact we did not explicitly prove is that < p, q > 0

when pe£F{k) anc qe^f(nJ) with k ^ j. But this is an easy

consequence of the Peter-Weyl theorem (1.3) and theorem (3.1) since

J F (u) G (u) du 0 when F is a finite linear combination of left trans-
S0(n)
lates of t(k) and G a finite linear combination of left translates of t(J) (by (1.2)
such left translates are linear combinations of entries in the first column
of a matrix of the representation with respect to some orthonormal system
whose first element is invariant under SO (n— 1)). We have not considered
the problem of determining the degree of homogeneity k from a given
irreducible representation Ta of class 1 with respect to SO (n— 1). Perhaps
the easiest way of doing this is by observing that the dimension of the

space Ha on which Ta acts must be the same as that of ^{k) when Ta and
Sk,n are equivalent. But the dimension dk of can be easily calculated
in terms of k. From theorem (2.12) and the discussion preceeding it,
we see that &{k) is the direct sum of {nk) and | v |2 0>ik~2). Since this last
space obviously has the same dimension as ^(/c-2) it follows that
dk dim ^(/£) - dim ^k~2\ By an easy combinatorial argument (see

Stein and Weiss [10], Chapter IV, § we can show that

(3.18) dim0>ik) ={^+k^~^
Thus, for n ^ 3,

(3.19) d. - dim*?» (t + "-3>'(2fcH-n-2)
(n — 2)
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Theorem (3.15) shows us how the spherical harmonics we introduced
in § 2 can be obtained from the general theory of representations of compact
groups applied to SO (n). We have also obtained several properties of
these spherical harmonics by using simple arguments based on this general

theory. We claim that essentially all the well-known classical facts
concerning these special functions can be obtained by equally simple arguments.
In the next section we justify this claim by deriving a number of impoitant
results in the theory of spherical harmonics. Our arguments will again be

based on the general theory of representations of compact groups.

§ 4. Some properties of spherical harmonics

The zonal harmonics Z1 are often expressed in terms of certain

polynomial functions P{k) restricted to the interval [—1,1] that are called
the ultra spherical (or Gegenbauer) polynomials. We have already obtained
such an expression in § 2. In fact let

(4.1) P») (0 al(i* + £ - iy ßlß2-ß* tk~2J (1 - t2y)
lgjgk/2 CC1CC2 CCj

for — 1 ^ t rg 1, ccj 2j (2/ + n — 3), ßj (k — 2/ + 1) (k — 2j + 2) and

a\ Zx(1).If £ (Çu Ç2,yel,-!and we put t so that
1 — t2 Ci + ••• + £n-utheexpression in parenthesis becomes the

polynomial (2.14) exaluated at The observation we made in the

paragraph following the proof of Corollary (2.15) is equivalent to the

fact Zx (£) and P(k) (t) are equal. Writing t Ç I this equality becomes

(4.2) Zx(0 P(k)(ï-1).

Usually, the ultraspherical polynomials are introduced in one of two

ways. One method is to apply the Gram-Scmidt process to the powers
1, /, t2, restricted to the interval [—1, 1] with respect to the inner product

(4.3) (f,g) f(t)g(t)(i -t2) 2 dt.

-i
Another definition of the polynomials P(k) involves the kth derivative of

^ _t2y2k + n-3)/2.

(4.4)
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It is not hard to show that the definition (4.1) is equivalent to these two

definitions. One way of doing this is by first establishing the following

lemma:

Lemma (4.5). Suppose (p is a continuous function on [—1, 1] then

where

<p(Ç-ri)dÇ cn (p(0(1 —t2) 2 dt

En — 1

1 (l -t2)
n — 3

dt.

Proof. This lemma is really of a geometrical nature. First, we note

that

En — 1

is independent of y\ since, if u is a rotation,

J q>(fut])d£J q>(u*Ç-}i)dÇ J (p(Ç-rj)dÇ.
En — 1 En — 1 En — i

Thus, we can choose rj — 1. Having done this, we can then evaluate the

integral of cp (£.1) over In_1 by first integrating over a parallel perpendicular
to 1, eg {.J e x : Ç 1 cos 6 }, 0 ^ 9 rg n, and then integrating
the function of 6 we have obtained over the interval [0,rc]. Since (p (£.1)

cp (cos 6) is constant over this parallel and the Lebesgue measure of oQ

is 2 (sin 0)n~2 (where co„_2 is the measure of the surface, T„_2, of the

unit sphere of R"-1) we must have

J (p (£-1) df cn j co„_2 co (cos 0) (sin 0)n 2 dO

In-1 o

The constant

C„ 1/ 1 co„_2 (sin Ö)"

-1

must be introduced since we normalized dt; so that

J i •

r„-i
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The lemma now follows from the change of variables cos 0.

One of the assertions of theorem (3.15) is that

<p,q> f p(Ç)l[(ÔdZ 0 if pe* and
Zn- 1

If we apply this result to p (t) — Z'f (f) and q Z({} (4.2) and
lemma (4.5) then imply

(4.6)
n— 3

P(fc)(?)P(/) (0(1 -t2) 2 dt 0

when k ^ 7. Since P(fe) is a polynomial of degree k, for k — 0, 1, 2,...
we have the following result:

Theorem (4.7). 27ze polynomials P(/c) (t), k 0, 1, 2,..., form a
complete orthogonal system in L2 — 1, 1) w/?/z respect to the inner product (4.3).

Let

2n(3 —n)j2 a (n + 2fe-3)/26(0 (i-Ov " ^(l-O
and P a polynomial of degree ^ (>fc —1). Then, integrating by parts k
times, we obtain

1 1

C — C dk f1 f2fn + 2k-2)l2 _P(?)g(?)(l-?2) 2 dt — O dt - 0.
e®„.

In particular, g is orthogonal to P0) for j — 0, 1,..., k — 1. Since g
is of degree k it follows from theorem (4.7) that there must exist a constant
a ock>n such that P(/c) akn g This is precisely equality (4.4).

The following result, a useful tool in the theory of singular integrals and

partial differential equations (see Calderon and Zygmund [3] and Seeley [9]),
is an immediate application of the relation (3.17) between the inner products
< > and

Theorem (4.8). If p is a harmonic polynomial on R" that is

homogeneous of degree k then there exists a constant B B (||a||, n), depending

only on the dimension n and || a ||, such that

J \D"p(0\2d^B{k +l)2^J\p(0\2d^.
In —1 2„— 1
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Proof. Suppose p {x) £ xß. Since, by assumption, p e (nk)

WßjLk

It follows that any one of its partial derivatives, say —belongs to
dxn

If 1' denotes summation over all ß (ßt, ß2, such that \\ß\\ k
and ßn > 0, then

dp

dx,
(*) Y' ß»Cp1.

Thus, by (2.6"),

dp ôps.

PI,. ' / ~ Zj
ß '

dxnJ (jc_ X) —

Since || ß || k implies ßn ^ k it follows that

ßn I Q

(p,p)m= E E'
ß '

11011=*
fc

> -1 y' £!
fc2

hpii=* (fc_1)!

ßn -fr I Cß I:
(k — 1) ßnk

p.\c,dPk \dxn d*

Repeating this argument we obtain

(4.9) (Dxp, (*-11*11)
k\

_(k-\\cc\
(P> P)(k) •

From, (3.17), (4.9), (2.19) ]) and (3.19) we then have

J \ITp(Q\2dt <D«p,D*p>Ak.wl(iyP,D'p){k_wl
^n— 1

fc! T
11*11

.(fc-||a||)
(F»F)(t)

A,*-11«! I

fc!

,(k-||a||)!
Ak

1 < P, P> C (a n, k) J" lp(0l2^.
2n-l

Here

i) We only announced equality (2.19) and have not proved it. The reader can check that its proof isparticularly easy when the dimension n is even. Equality (2.18), which was proved, can be used here toobtain essentially the same estimates.

T .'Enseignement mathém.. t. XIV. fasc. 2.
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ak-\\a\\\2 dk \ (k\)2
12

ûfc / \dk-\\«\\J [(fe-ll«ll) !]

2j + n-2) f (fe + w — 3) (2fc + n — 2)(fc — ||a|l) I

j—k—ija|| j+n-2 J (fc (fc — | |a| | + n — 3) (2k — 2| |a| | + n —2)

(/c!)2

[(fc — ||a| I) !]2

The first product in brackets consists of 11 a 11 — 1 terms, each less than or
equal to 2; therefore, it is dominated by 2l|a|l~1. The second bracket
times the last fraction reduce to

2k + n — 2 f k\(k + n — 3) I

2k — 2 IJ oc 11 -f n — 2 (^(fc — 11 a 11) (k — 11 a 11 + n — 3)

Since || a || k and 3 ^ n,

2k + n-2 2 11 a 11 + n-2 2||a|( i <-- o 11 - i+ 1 ^ 2 a f 1

2k - 2 IIa II + n

The term in brackets, however, consists of the product of || a || numbers

(k+n — 3) (k+n —4) (k+n — ||a|| — 2) times another product, k(k — 1)...

(fc — ||a|| + l), of || a || numbers. Since each factor is no larger than
k + n — 3, the term in brackets is dominated by

(k+n — 3)2"a" ^ (n — 2)2"a" (&+l)2"a".

Thus,

C(a,n,fc) g 2lia|1"1(2||a|| + l)(n- 2)21|a|1 (fc + 1)2|H1

and the theorem is proved with B (||a||, n) 21Ia|1-1 (2||a|| + l) (n — 2)211a".

Many classical formulae are easily derived from the general theory
we have developed. For example, let us consider the relation

(4.10) P(i)(üf®W
1

a\cH^ J p<*>(Un+(i - ai/2a - niY'21)a-
-l

which we shall show to be true for all £ (£1? £2, £n) anc*

n in
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(the constant cn_1 was introduced in the statement of lemma (4.5)). This
is formula (20) on page 177 of the Bateman Manuscript Project [1], Volume 1.

Equality (4.10) can be regarded as a functional equation defining the

zonal harmonics Zx or the ultraspherical polynomials P(k) (in the same

sense that the relation f(x+y) f(x)f (y) can be regarded as a functional
equation defining the exponential functions).

We claim that (4.10), as well as the statement in the last paragraph,
are nothing but a transcription of the following theorem:

Theorem (4.11). Let t(/c), k 0, 1, 2, be the function defined by
(3.16). Then,

(0 dk)(u{vuf) — dk) (v)

for ul5 u2 in SO (n— 1) and v in SO (n). Moreover,

(iï) J t(k) (Viuvf) du t(k) (î^) t(k) (v2)
S0(n — 1

for all vl5 v2 g SO (n).

Conversely, suppose t is a continuous function on SO (n) that is not
identically zero which satisfies

t(ulvu2) t(v)

for u1? u2 in SO (n-1, v in SO (n) and

j t(v1uv2)du
S0(n~l)

for all v,, v2 inSO (n). Then there exists a non-negative integer k such
that t t(k).

Before proving theorem (4.11) we show that equality (ii) does imply
(4.10). In fact, from (2.17) and (4.2)

alt«\u) P<4) (ul.I)
for all u eSO(n)(recall that tw and, therefore, Zj are real valued. This
was shown immediately preceding (3.7)). Thus, (4.11), part (ii), becomes

aï2 J Pm (vlUv2l.l) du a;4 P(k>(v1l.l)P(k)(v2l.l)
S0(n— 1)

If we putv2 1 t (£i, ^2)..., Ç„) and \=v\l=n=
then v21. 1 and vt1. 1 1 v[r\n.
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(4.12) alS P(k) (uÇ.t/) du
SO(n-l)

We now write

£ (1 - C)1'2 C + L1 and n (1 -nlf'2 r,1 +f]nl,
where

Z' and (j/j,0)
belong to Z„-1 and are orthogonal to 1 (clearly,

ÇjK 1 - ai/2 ^ 1; / (1 - 1n)1/2

when and t]n are not + 1 ; in which case, Ç'j 0 tj 'j for 1 ^ j :g

« - 1). We shall also denote (<^, £2, C-i) and (iyi, rj2, 17«-1) bY f
and y\ ; that is, we identify I,n_2 with those points of Zn_1 having last
coordinate 0. Thus, for u in SO (n— 1)

ut;.n(1 - ai/2 (1 - ai/2
An application of theorem (3.1) and lemma (4.5), therefore, gives us

s p<*> {ui.fi) du J p<*>((1 - ai/2 (1 - n„)di
SO(B-l) I„-2

1

C,,-! j P<»((l-&1/2(l-ai/2 f +
-1

Equality (4.10) now follows from this last one and (4.12).

We now turn to the proof of theorem (4.11). Since tr { AB } — tr { BA }
for any two matrices A and B, we have lk (u1 vu2 u) Xk (vu2 uu1). Hence,
since the Haar measure of SO (n— 1) is both left and right invariant,

t(k)(v)= j Xk(vu)du= J Xk(vu2uu1)du= J Xk(uivu2u)du
SO(n-l) SO(n-l) SO(n-l)

t^k) (u^OUj)

This establishes (i). In order to show (ii) we choose a matrix valued

representation equivalent to Sk,n in such a way that ttl (v) t(k) (v) for
v e SO (ri). We can do this, for example, by choosing an orthonormal
basis of {k) whose first element is ak

1
Zx (see the discussion preceeding

(3.7)). Then, by (1.2),
dk Ç

t(k) (v^uv^du — Yj tii(v1)tn(uv2)du
J 1= 1 J
SO(n-l) SO(n-l)
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and, by (3.2),

hi(uv2) du

SO(n— 1)

We therefore obtain the desired result

J t(-k){vluv2)du
SO(n-l)

We now show the converse. Since t (vu) t (^) for all v e SO (n) and

ue SO (n — \) it follows from (3.4) and theorem (3.15) that

oo dk

tiv)x y
k o l= 1

the convergence being in L2 (SO(n)) (the tjk) 's are the entries of the matrix
valued representation equivalent to Sk,n that we chose when we established

equality (ii). On the other hand, the fact that t (uv) t (v) for all
v g SO (n) and u e SO (n— 1) implies that c(k) 0 for / # 1, since we can
apply the same argument that was used in order to establish (3.4) by
allowing the first row of (t(f]) to assume the role that was played by the
first column.1) Thus,

00 00

(4.13) t(v)£ c<?t<H(v) y
kr= 0 k= 0

the convergence being in L2 (SO(n)). Suppose cko ^ 0 for some k0. Then

dk J t{ko}(v){ J t(vuw) du) dv
SO(n) SO(n-l)

dk I { J t{ko) (vw~1u~1)t(v) dv) du
SO(n— 1) SO(n)

dk J t(ko)(vw~1)t(v)dv dk J ^ (vuw~k) t (vu) dv
SO(n-l) SO(n)

dk \ {J t(ko~> (vuw'1)}
SO(n—1) SO(n)

dkJ{J dko) (vuw'1) du} t(v) dv
SO(n) SO(n-l)

dk L( d;1 ckodko> (0 o> (w)

(recall that is real valued and, thus, (w"1) ~ta> (w) t<k) (vv)).

On (^2) (/" I1

10 if1 < 4 '

i) The reader can verify that this is the case by replacing T (vu) by T (uv) in equality (3.3).
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On the other hand,

du J *(fc()) (p) { J t(vuw) du} dv
SO(n) SO(n-l)

dkJ t(ko) (v) t (v) t (w) dv=d
SO(n)

Consequently,

ckot(w) ckQ tik0>(w).Since ckQ / 0

this implies t t(ko)

and theorem (4.11) is proved.
The fact that relation (4.10) can be regarded as a functional equation

defining the zonal harmonics is not its only significance. The general
methods we used in establishing it are connected with the operation of
convolution in L1 (SO(n)), the space of integrable functions on SO (n).
Suppose /, g belong to this space, then their convolution f* g is defined by
letting

(/*0)OO J
S0(n)

for all v e SO (n).1)
Let { Ta }, a ei, be a complete system of irreducible matrix valued

representations of SO (n). For /e L1 (SO(n)) we then define its (matrix
valued) Fourier transform (or its system of Fourier coefficients) by putting

/ (°0 J /(") Ta(u_1)rfu
S 0(b)

for a ei. If/ is also square integrable this definition is consistent with
the Fourier coefficients introduced in the first section. In fact, it can be

easily shown that Corollary (1.4) applied to such an / is equivalent to the

statement that

f(v) £ d„tr{f(a)T'(v)},
azsi

the convergence being in the L2 norm. Perhaps the most basic property
of convolution is that, under Fourier transformation, it corresponds to

1) It can be shown that the function of u whose value is /(«) g (vu *) is integrable (with respect to Haar
measure) for almost all v e SO (n) and / * g belongs to L1 (SO(n)). In fact ||/ * g ||i 11/1)1 II £ 111.

With the operation of convolution so defined, zd (SO(n)) is a non-commutative Banach algebra.
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pointwise multiplication. In the present situation this involves matrix

multiplication and the precise formulation of this property is:

Theorem (4.14). If(f*g) denotes the Fourier transform of the convolution

of the integrable functions f and g on (SO (n) then

(f*G0 (°0 f (°0 9 (°0

for all aei.
Proof Using Fubini's theorem and the fact that Ta, being a representation,

satisfies r(v_1) T(w_1) T/mU1) we have

f*g)(a) J {J f(u) g—

S0(n) S0(n)

J f(u) Ta(u_1){ J g (vu"1) Ta (wv-1) dv) du / (a) g (a)
SO(n) SO(n)

which proves the theorem.
This operation of convolution induces in a natural way a similar operation

on functions defined on the surface of the unit sphere ln_ Suppose/
and g are two such functions and let us assume that they are integrable with
respect to Lebesgue measure on Fn-±. Then the functions f# and g#,
whose values at v e SO (n) are f# (v) f (vl) and g # (v) g (vi), belong
to L1 (iSO(n)) and

(f#*g#)(v)= j f(wl)g(vw~1l)dw= J /(uwl) g (^w_1u-1l) dw
SO(n) 50(h)

J {J f(uwl)g(vw~1l)dw}du.
SO(n-l) S0(n)

Let/0 (0 jS0(n-i)f(uÇ)du. Ifvi <!; for v e SO (n) we put / (v) =*/° (vl).
The function t when satisfies t (ux vu2) t (v) for all uuu2e SO (n— 1).
The fact that t (vu2) t (v) for all v e SO (n) is obvious while, since the
Haar measure of SO (n— 1) is translation invariant,

t(uiv) =/°(m1v1) J f(uu{vl) du J f(uvl)du f(v).
SO(ti— 1) SO(n-l)

But, in the proof of theorem (4.11) we showed that a function / satisfying
this property has the expansion (4.13). In view of (4.2) and (3.16), therefore,

we see that/0 depends only on f 1. We shall write, therefore,

/oOM) J f(u£)du.
SO(n-l)
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Thus,

f#*g#)(v)J g(vw'1l){^ f(uwl)du}dw
SO(n) SO(n-l)

(4.15) j g(vw~1l)f0(wl.l)dwJ
S0(n) SO(n)

J f0(vl.wl)g(wl)dwj /o (£-1) (jï)
50(H) In-x

This shows that the convolution of /# and g * depends on f0 and g only
(not on /, except in so far as / determines /0).

Suppose g p is a spherical harmonic of degree k; that is, p belongs
toJf(„k). Then, by (2.17),

p(v1) £ bj t/P (v).
j i

On the other hand, as we have just observed, f0 (vl.l) has the expansion
(4.13):

00 00

fo(vl.l)£ cfc((J0(v) X
k=0 fc 0

Moreover, (4.15) shows us that in calculating the convolutionf# *p# we

can assume that f* (w) f0 (wl.l). In this case,

fck 0...0X

><*>- °.°::° W1
\0 0...0/

A
when a — ockes/1 (see theorem (3.15)) and /(a) is the zero matrix if

A

aei - Moreover, p # (a) is the zero matrix if a # afc and

j-i / 0 0...0
P (ak) — dk I

\0 0...0

Thus, by (4.14)

'bx b2 b,dkS

(.f**P*) («») ckdk2I0 0 " 0
]

1
(ak)

v0 0...0
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and {f**P*T(a) 0 if a # otk. Since the system { T} is complete it
follows that f* * p* df1ckp*.Thisargument, in particular, proves the

following classical result:

Theorem (4.16). (Funk-Hecke theorem). Suppose p
harmonic of degree k and F an integrable function on [—1, 1] with respect to

n — 3

the measure (1— t2) 2 dt then

J F (Ç .rj) p (rf) dt] =yk
In- 1

where,
l
r* n— 3

y'l yk ak2cn I F(t)P<kft)(\-t2)~ dt.

-1

Let us consider functions / on that, like f°, depend only on £ 1.

That is,/(w<i;) f(0 for all u e SO (n— 1) and £ e Tn_1. We have showed

that iff# is integrable then its Fourier transform is zero ifTa is not equivalent
to any of the representations Sk'n and

/10 0\
% / 00 0 \
/ (a) Tfc I

\00 0/
when Ta is equivalent to Sk,n (this was shown in the proof of (4.13) when
the function is continuous. The more general result for integrable functions

is an easy consequence of this more particular case). In this case we
shall write

f# (fc) 7,

k 0, 1, 2, That is, we identify <xk with k and the number yk with the
matrix whose entry in the first column and first row is yk and having all
other entries equal to zero. Thus, from the definition of the Fourier
transform,

f# (fc) J f* (u) t(fc) (tr1) du J f# (u) t{k) (u) Jn
S0(n) S0(n)

By theorem (3.1), equality (3.16) and the definition of /#, the last integral
is equal to

a,"2 J fiOZ^Odt;.
£n- 1
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A
It is natural, therefore, to define the Fourier transform f of/ by letting

(4.17) f(fc)ai2 J /(OZ^OdÇa,"2 J /(£)PW(U)^
— l -1

for k0, 1, 2,...

If/ and g are two such integrable functions, say /(£) F(£. 1) and

g (0 G (61) with

i l
« — 3 /» n — 3

I i7 CO |(1 — t2) 2 dt < co and |G(f)|(l — t2) 2 dt < oo

i -l
then, by (4.15),

(4.18) f(k)g(k) [J F(^)G(iM)di/](fc),
^n-l

k 0, 1, 2, From this we easily deduce that the algebra of this

type of integrable functions on 27w_ ± with the convolution defined by

(4.19) J F(Ç.rj) G(rj.l) dg (f*e)(0
*n- 1

is a commutative Banach algebra. The fact /* g is also a function that
depends only on £ 1 is easily shown: if u e SO (n— 1) then

j F (u^.rj) G(rj.l)drj J F (Ç.u*rj) G (tj.ul) dr] —
En — 1 En — i

J F(Ç.u*rj) G(u*rj.l) dt] J F(Ç.rj) G(rj.l) drj
En 1 — 1

That is, (f*g) (mO (f*g) (0 for all w e (n — 1) and f e Zn-±.
If we left

£ (<3l?,,*?^/i—1? 5 (*7l • • *? Vn— 1J tfn)

(1-£2)1/2 (<?!,..., 4_!) and (l-»/2)1'2»/' Oh. •••» »/»-!>

the integral in (4.19) becomes

*»-i

In order to express the fact that this integral defines an operation on functions

defined on [— 1, 1], we shall also denote it by (F*G) (£„)
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(F*G) (£.1). Putting rjn cos 6, 0 ^ 0 ^ n, t =* Ç' .rj\ s Çn and

applying an argument similar to that used in the proof of (4.5) we obtain

the fact that (/*g) (£) is equal to

(4.20) (F*G)(s)

il/»/» n— 3 n 4-

c„_lC„ F(sr+(l-s2)1/2(l-r2)1/2OG(r)(l-r2)~(l-t2)~£/r^.
-1 -1

It follows from our discussion that this operation (F, G) -+ F* G is

commutative and, with it, the linear space L\ (— 1, 1) of those functions F
satisfying

i
/» n — 3

[li7 II c„ |F(0I(1-î2)~A < °0

is a Banach algebra.
Formula (4.10) can now be given additional meaning. Putting Çn r

and Y[n s it becomes

(4.21) P(fe) (r) P(/c) (s)

l
/» n — 4

öfcc/j-i P(fc)(rs-f-(l-r2)1/2(l — s2)1/2 t)(l — t2) 2 d*.

-l
If we define the Fourier transform of F eL\ (— 1, 1) by letting

i

F(k) Clk2 Cn f F(s)P<*>(s)(l-s2)^dS

for k 0, 1,2, (compare with (4.17)), formula (4.21) can be used to
readily imply that

A A A

F(k) G k)[F*G] (fc)

for k 0, 1, 2,... (compare with (4.18)).1)

i) The convolution (4.20) was studied by Bochner; see Proc. Nat. Acad. Sei. USA, 40 (1954), 114-1147
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§ 5. Special results for n 4

In the literature (see in particular Bateman [1] Vol. 2 § 11.6) especially
elegant formulas are given in the four dimensional case. These formulas
can be obtained by using SU (2) as a group acting transitively on Z3.

We begin by identifying R4, C2, R+ x SU (2) { ru: r a positive
real, and u e SU (2) }, via the following maps.

x (x1,x2,x3,x4)^(x1 + ix2,x3 + ûc4) (xuXi)

r .(-X2,Xi\ J-Xi.x'A
-M _ ïUI \x\ux

\ XuXiJ \ XuXiJ

It is easily checked that

Xi.Xi
Uy l

XuXi
belongs to SU (2).

Clearly, when | x | 1 the correspondence x <-> ux permits us to
identify I3 with SU (2). We chose this map x ux in order to obtain
(identifying 1 with (<o, f)).

«.1 - il fe'z'V0UfzM-x.
XuXi/Vj \Xi

If we consider the action of SU (2) on itself obtained by left translation,
this identification allows us to consider SU (2) as a subgroup of SO (4).

That is, for x e R4 and u e SU (2) we let ux | x | u ux. The mapping
x - ux so defined is easily seen to be a rotation.

The normalized Lebesgue surface measure on Z3, being invariant under

rotation, is actually the Haar measure on SU (2).1)

In view of the Peter-Weyl theorem for SU (2), a natural orthonormal
basis for L2 (SU(2)) L2 (Z3) is obtained by considering the matrix entries

of a complete system of irreducible representations.
We let be the irreducible representation of SU (2) realized on

gp(k) tkç Space 0f homogeneous polynomials in z (z1? z2) of
degree k, by letting

p(z) p(u'z)

i) We have J f{u) du J /(up) d£.
SU (2) S3
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As can be seen from (2.6) an orthonormal basis of is given by

//tV/2
PJiz) - n j 7 0,1,...,/:.

We define the matrix entries of dT„k) with respect to this basis by

Pj(u' z) Z
1=0

and we obtain associated functions on R4, which we also denote by t\j\
if we define

T<f(x) I x\kT^(ux)

We then have the following result:

Theorem (5.1). The representations dT{k) form a complete system of
irreducible representations of SU (2). The functions (k+l)T^} (x)
constitute an orthonormal basis ofJtff^ with respect to the inner product introduced
in (3.9).

Proof The completeness of dT{k) follows from the second part of the
theorem and the completeness of spherical harmonics on T3.

For I x I — 1 t\f fx) fk) (ux); thus, the orthogonality relations
follow from the Peter-Weyl theorem.

The dimension of 34?^ is (k+1)2 so that it remains to show that the
functions t\f (x) are actually homogeneous harmonic polynomials of
degree k.

We have by the binomial formula

E i Pj(z)Pj(w)
j 0 Vj)

hence

(5.2) (u'z-wf Z f pj(u'z)Pj(w)Z Pj(w)
J 0 \j) l,j=0 Kj)

By the identification of R4 with C2 we have

(5.3) \x\uxZ'W ~ i zlwlX2 + z2wlXl + zlw2Xl + z2w2Xl)

- * [(Z2W1 + Z1W2) X1 — i (Z21 + zl^l) x2 + (z22 — zlWf) x3 +
4

+ i(z2w2+z1w1)x4] £ djXj.
j i
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Thus from (5, 2), (5, 3)

(5-4) I i (*) Pi 0) Pj (w) E 7y *,/ •

/, 7 0 VjV J 1

Each t^} (x) is a polynomial in Moreover it is immediate that

I d) 0.
7 1

Thus

E dJxj)k k(k-l)(£ djXjf-2( X dy) 0.
7=1 7=1 7=1

This shows that

(x)sMp(4k),

We can now give an explicit formula for t^} (x):
Since

Pjiu'xZ) Zl XlVUl + Z2 Xl)*'1

ÈoC «(*)*! 4-',

letting £ ^1/^2 we have

Q - 0* (Xl - Ï2 sV (Zl s + X2f-j £ Q T^> (x) s'

Let

/(s) T~l2 (Xi s + Zz) »
1 -/(s) r~~~2 (Xi

1*1 1*1

then

(-0' Qt/wnwwr
and using Taylor's formula for the Ith coefficient in this sum we obtain
the classical Jacobi polynomial expression (see Bateman [1] Vol. 2 pp. 254)

W(*) I * i2t (xH~1^ [f (i -
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where

*2*2 1)

I* I''

§ 6. The Fourier transform of functions on R"

We have shown that L2 ±) can be decomposed into a direct sum of

mutually orthogonal subspaces (the spaces JF(nk)) that are invariant and

irreducible under the action of rotations. There exists a corresponding
decomposition of L2 (R") and the spaces making up this decomposition are

intimately connected with the Fourier transform of functions of n real
variables. In this section we shall construct these spaces and study the

action of the Fourier transform restricted to them. We shall see that also

in this situation the rotation group SO (in) and its representations play a

central role.
A

If/belongs to L1 (R") its Fourier transform f is defined by letting

W)(k) / GO SnfWe-lnix'ydx
R

for y e R".1)

Perhaps the simplest class of functions that is invariant under the action
of the Fourier transform is the collection of radial functions. We recall
that these are the functions on R" that depend only on | x | ; equivalently,

/ is radial if pvf — f for all v e SO (n), where the operator pv is defined by

(pj)(x) =f(v^x)
for all a e R". Since Lebesgue measure is invariant under the action of
rotations and v v* when v e SO (n),

\nf(x)e~2*ix-v-%>dx lJ(x)e-2x«dx x) e~2^ dx
R RRThat is,

(6-1) (Fpv)f (peP)f

i) It is not hard to use these results in order to obtain analogous results for SO (3). We refer the
reader to Vilenkin [11] for complete details.

1) When /£ L2 (R") the integral defining / is not defined in the Lebesgue sense. In this case, / is usually

defined as the limit in the L2 mean of the sequence fk {y) J /(x) e~2nix'y dx In order to
\x \ ^ k

avoid technical difficulties that arise from this definition we shall restrict our attention to integrable functions



for all feL1 (Rn). This basic property, that Fourier transformation
commutes with the action of rotations clearly implies.

A
Theorem (6.2). If f e L1 (R") is radial then f is also a radial function.

In order to extend this invariance property we introduce, for
k 0,1, 2, the class of functions )fk) tfnk) mapping R" into Cdk having
the form

F(x) f(\x\)(Y1^),...,Ydk(0)
where

00

x \x\Ç, J f(r)r"'1 dr<oo and { Yu Y2,Ydk)
0

is an orthonormal basis of such that Y1 a^1 Zx (that is, ortho-
normality is to be taken with respect to the inner product (2.6)). Such a
basis was considered, for example, in theorem (2.16). When k 0 this
class is precisely the set of radial functions. It will be convenient if we
choose the Y1, Ydk to be real-valued.

Let T{k) — {t\f) be the matrix of the representation Sk,n with respect
to the basis { Yu Y2, Ydk }; that is, the functions t\k) tXj satisfy

(Sk?Yj)(0 Yjiv-H) £ hjMYiiO
i=i

for j — 1, 2, dk. If we let

pvF (pvFl9 ...,p0Fdf)

we then have

(PvF)(x) =/(W)(71(t;-10,.„,Ydlk(i;-10)

/tlx(v) tldk(v)\

f(\x\)(Y1(0,Ydk(ty I
I (T'V 000.

\tdki(») tdkdk(?)J

The last equality being the definition of the operator T^k) acting on F.

That is,

(6.3) PvF T^F

l) This condition merely assures us that the radial function g (x) /(| a: |) is integrable on Rw*
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for all v e SO (n). If we now apply the Fourier transform to each

component of pv F, it follows from (6.2) and (6.3) that

(6.4) pvF pv(F Fdk) T«?F.
A

The following, together with relation (6.4), shows that F must have the
same form as F; that is,

(6-5) F(y) =f(\y\)(Y1(r1),,..,
for all y | y|t]eR".

Theorem (6.6). Suppose G (Gx, is a continuous function
mapping R" into Cdk such that

(6-7) Pv GT« G

for all v e SO (n), then

G{y)a*"1 G, (|y|l)(F, (,;), T^))
for ally I y I in R".

Proof. Let v e SO («) be such that y \ y\ v' 1 \ y\ v~1 1. Then,
by (6.7)

G(y) G(iT1 Ml) (T<? G)(|y|l).
Consequently,

(6-8) Gj(y)£ hj(»)G,(|y|l)
i=i

for./ 1, 2,..., dk. Ifu 6 SO(n— 1) then y | y | v~xl y |y| v~x vT11
\y\ M"1 1; thus, if we replace v by uv in (6.8) we obtain

àh

Gj(y) £
7=1

Integrating over SO (rc-l), therefore,

àh

Gj(y) £ ^(bii)
7=1

SO(n-l)

ttj (uv) du

L'Enseignement mathém., t. XIV, fasc. 2. j2
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But, by (3.2) and theorem (3.5) (or (3.15))

f '-1.
J lj (0 when I > 1

SO(n-l)

This equality and (2.17) show that

0,-00 0,(1^11) YJ(v'll) a;1.

(Since

YY)

Writing y | y | rj, where t\ v~1 1, and using the fact that Yj is real-
valued, we obtain the desired result

Gj(y) af1 G1 (|y|l) Yj (rj)

j 1,2, dk.

Theorem (6.9). Let Y be a spherical harmonic of degree k and f a function

on — oo, oo satisfying

00

(i) J \f(r)\rn-1dr<oo
0

If h (x) f I x |) Y (£), when x | x | £, e Rn, then h e L1 (Rn) and

h(y) =f(\y\Y(rj)

for all y | y | rj e R". The transformation f -> f depends only on k and n
and, in particular, is independent of Y eJ^(nk\

Proof Let { F -, be the basis of that was used

in the previous theorem and F(x)(/(| x |) Y1 (£),...,/(| x |) Ydk (£))
(Fj (x),Fik (x)). Condition (i) guarantees that each of the functions

A A A

Fpj 1, dk, is integrable.1) Thus, F (F 1#..., Fd]) is well defined,
continuous (as can be very easily shown), and satisfies relation (6.4). By
theorem (6.6), therefore,

l) Using polar coordinates x | * j with E, e Hn_j, we have J [ Fj (x) I dx J co^i
R" S«-l

{J« |/(r) j rn_1 dr) I Yj (O \dl, < <x>y where <*n_\ is the " area " of
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F (y)a;1 F,(|y|l)(Y,(r,),...,for | |

~ A

Putting / (| y|) ak
1 Fx(| y11)we obtain equality (6.5). Since { Yu Ydk}

is a basis of we can find coefficients bu bdk such that

dk

YE 7,.
1=1

Thus,

h(x) E/(|x|)h,r,(£>-
1=1

We have just shown that the Fourier transform of Ft (x) — f(\ x\) Yl (£)

has the values / (| y |) Yx (rj). Thus,

h(y) E bt f (lyl) YM / (|j,|) E bt Yfrj) f (IjI) 7(1,)
1=1 1=1

This proves the theorem.

It is not hard to give an explicit form for the mapping / -» / in terms
of the Bessel functions

(tl2Y 1 2A-1
JAt) =—7 y i 7— f eits(l-s2) 2 ds.

We shall show, in fact, that

00

^ 2 — n f
(6.10) / (0 yKnt2/(r) Jft+„_2(2 .x)

0
2

Since fisindependent of Fe YCf* let us choose h (x) =f(\x |) Zx (£)

f(\ x |) P(k> (£.1). Then

/ 00 e-2«>-'f.(\x\)P<V(i-l)dx
R

1) We shall not calculate ykn. The fact that this constant equals 2iti~k can be shown by evaluating the
integral in (6.10) when/(r) e~r2 (see Stein and Weiss [10], Chapter IV, section 3) Or by using the constants
obtained below. < f
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J rV(r){j e-^M'WpMtf.rid^dr
o In-1

Writing y t rj, this means that we have to compute

sn- 1

But, by the Funk-Hecke theorem (4.16) this integrâl is equal to

l
/• » — 3

Pw(tj.l)a^2 c„ e~2"irtsP(k

-1

On the other hand, by (4.4), and, then integrating by parts k times we have

i i
n— 3 f* p jjk n—3~

e~2nir'sPik)(s)(l-s2)~ds a.
c r dk

e-2nirts\—k(\-s2)k+ 2 Ids

— ßk,n

n-3
(;rtf e2nirts(l -s2)k+~ ds.

The last integral, however, is the one involved in the definition of Jx when
X (2k+n—2)j2. Equality (6.10) now follows immediately.1)
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